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Description

[0001] This application is based on Japanese patent application No. 2012-289452 and 2013-250743, the content of
which are incorporated hereinto by reference.

BACKGROUND

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present invention relates to an anti-tumor agent and an anti-tumor kit.

RELATED ART

[0003] A radioactive dithiosemicarbazone copper complex is known as a diagnostic agent for hypoxic sites or mito-
chondrial dysfunction (for example, Japanese Patent Laid-Open No. H08-245425). Jason S. Lewis et al. (2001), Pros.
Natl. Acad. Sci. vol. 98, 1206-1211 also discloses that a radioactive diacetyl-bis(N4-methylthiosemicarbazone) copper
complex (hereinafter also referred to as "radioactive Cu-ATSM") is useful as a radiotherapeutic agent for tumor targeting
hypoxic regions.
[0004] In recent years, it has also been revealed that 64Cu-ATSM accumulates in CD133-positive cells (Yukie Yoshii
et al. (2010), Nucl. Med. Biol. vol. 37, 395-404). Yukie Yoshii et al. (2011), Nucl. Med. Biol. vol. 38, 151-157 reports that
it decreased the amount of CD133-positive cells in tumor to shrink the tumor. Thus, the radioactive Cu-ATSM is also
expected to be useful as an agent for detecting cancer stem cells and as a preventive/therapeutic agent for cancer
targeting cancer stem cells (Japanese Patent Laid-Open No. 2010-13380).

SUMMARY

[0005] However, according to the disclosure of Japanese Patent Laid-Open No. 2010-13380, 64Cu-ATSM is shown
to accumulate in sites different from those for 18FDG in tumor. Thus, the administration of the radioactive Cu-ATSM
alone has a problem that it cannot effectively kill tumor regions in which the radioactive Cu-ATSM does not accumulate.
[0006] If the dose of the radioactive Cu-ATSM is increased, even the tumor regions in which the radioactive Cu-ATSM
does not accumulate may be able to be killed by radioactive rays emitted by the radioactive Cu-ATSM. However, there
is concern that the exposure dose of radiation on normal tissue is increased.
[0007] Made in view of the above-described circumstances, the present invention provides a technology to increase
the anti-tumor effect of a radioactive Cu-ATSM.
[0008] The present inventors have newly found that the combined use of a radioactive Cu-ATSM and a metabolic
inhibitor provides a synergistic killing effect against tumor cells. It has also been found that the combined administration
of a radioactive Cu-ATSM and a metabolic inhibitor increases a killing effect against cancer stem cells compared to the
administration of the radioactive Cu-ATSM alone.
[0009] One aspect of the present invention provides an anti-tumor agent comprising a radioactive diacetyl-bis(N4-
methylthiosemicarbazone) copper complex (a radioactive Cu-ATSM), wherein the anti-tumor agent is used for combined
administration with a metabolic inhibitor.
[0010] Another aspect of the present invention provides use of a metabolic inhibitor for combined administration with
a radioactive Cu-ATSM.
[0011] In addition, another aspect of the present invention provides an anti-tumor kit comprising a metabolic inhibitor
and a radioactive Cu-ATSM.
[0012] According to the present invention, a high killing effect can be obtained against cancer stem cells and tumor
cells, and the anti-tumor effect of a radioactive Cu-ATSM can be increased.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] The above and other objects, advantages and features of the present invention will be more apparent from the
following description of certain preferred embodiments taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawing.

FIG. 1 is a graph showing changes with time in the tumor volume in Examples and Comparative Examples;
FIG. 2 is a graph showing the percentage of apoptotic cells in tumor in Examples and Comparative Examples;
FIG. 3 is a graph showing the percentage of CD133-positive cells in tumor in Examples and Comparative Examples;
FIG. 4 is a graph showing changes with time in the tumor volume in Examples and Comparative Examples; and
FIG. 5 is a graph showing changes with time in the tumor volume in Examples and Comparative Examples.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0014] The invention will be now described herein with reference to illustrative embodiments. Those skilled in the art
will recognize that many alternative embodiments can be accomplished using the teachings of the present invention
and that the invention is not limited to the embodiments illustrated for explanatory purposed.

[Anti-tumor Agent]

[0015] The anti-tumor agent of the present invention comprises a radioactive Cu-ATSM represented by formula (1)
below.

[0016] In the formula (1), Cu represents a radioactive isotope; however, in view of being capable of more effectively
killing tumor cells, it is preferably 64Cu or 67Cu because of emitting beta rays.
[0017] The radioactive Cu-ATSM can be produced, for example, by the method of Jalilian et al. (Acta Pharmaceutica,
59(1), 2009, pp. 45-55), a method as described in "PET yo Houshaseiyakuzai no Seizo oyobi Hinshitsukanri - Gousei
to Rinshoushiyou eno Tebiki (Production and Quality Control of Radiopharmaceuticals for PET - A Handbook for Synthesis
and Clinical Use)" (edited by PET Kagaku Workshop (PET Chemistry Workshop)) Fourth Edition (Revised in 2011), the
method of Tanaka et al. (Nuclear Medicine and Biology, vol. 33, 2006, pp. 743-50), or the method of Lewis et al. (J.
Nucl. Med., 2001, 42, 655-661).
[0018] The radioactive Cu-ATSM can accumulate in various tumors. Examples of the tumors in which the radioactive
Cu-ATSM accumulates include breast cancer, brain tumor, prostate cancer, pancreas cancer, stomach cancer, lung
cancer, colon cancer, rectal cancer, large bowel cancer, small intestinal cancer, esophageal cancer, duodenal cancer,
tongue cancer, pharyngeal cancer, salivary gland cancer, schwannoma, liver cancer, kidney cancer, bile duct cancer,
endometrium cancer, uterocervical cancer, ovary cancer, bladder cancer, skin cancer, angioma, malignant lymphoma,
malignant melanoma, thyroid cancer, parathyroid cancer, nasal cancer, paranasal cancer, bone tumor, angiofibroma,
retinosarcoma, penis cancer, testis tumor, pediatric solid cancer, sarcoma, and leukemia. These tumors may be primary
or metastatic.
[0019] For the purpose of the present invention, "anti-tumor" refers to suppressing the increase of tumor and, further,
decreasing or extinguishing tumor, and the "anti-tumor agent" of the present invention refers to an agent containing, as
an active ingredient, an ingredient capable of killing tumor cells together with cancer stem cells, suppressing the prolif-
eration of these tumors and, further, decreasing or extinguishing tumor.
[0020] The anti-tumor agent of the present invention may directly comprise the radioactive Cu-ATSM as an active
ingredient, or may be obtained by formulating it together with a pharmacologically acceptable carrier, diluent, or excipient.
The dosage form may be for oral administration or for parenteral administration; however, a dosage form for parenteral
administration such as, for example, injection is preferable.
[0021] The anti-tumor agent of the present invention is used for combined administration with a metabolic inhibitor to
be described later. For the purpose of the present invention, "combined administration" refers to being used in the same
administration regimen, and the agents need only to be administered so that the same therapeutic effect (the effect of
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suppressing the proliferation of tumor, and, further, shrinking or extinguishing it) can be exerted on the same tumor
region. The metabolic inhibitor may be administered before the administration of the anti-tumor agent; the metabolic
inhibitor may be administered after the administration of the anti-tumor agent; or the anti-tumor agent and the metabolic
inhibitor may be simultaneously administered.
[0022] The anti-tumor agent of the present invention may preferably be administered after the administration of the
metabolic inhibitor, and the anti-tumor agent of the present invention may more preferably be administered after the
single administration (preferably, sustained administration) or repeated administration of the metabolic inhibitor. For the
purpose of the present invention, "repeated administration" refers to administrating a plurality of times at fixed time
intervals, and, for example, the administration may be performed once or a plurality of times a day for 2 days to 1 month.
"Sustained administration" refers to continuous administration for a fixed time, and, for example, the administration may
be continuously performed for several hours to 1 week.
[0023] When the anti-tumor agent of the present invention is administered after the administration of the metabolic
inhibitor, the administration interval between the metabolic inhibitor and the anti-tumor agent is not particularly limited;
however, for example, the anti-tumor agent of the present invention may be administered after the blood concentration
of the active ingredient (for example, 5-fluorouracil, 6-thioguanine, or pemetrexed) of the metabolic inhibitor in the body
has reached the maximum blood concentration.
[0024] A subject to which the anti-tumor agent of the present invention is to be administered is, for example, a mammal,
preferably a human. The dose of the anti-tumor agent of the present invention vary depending on the type, age, sex,
body weight, and symptoms of a patient to which it is to be administered, the method for administration, and the like,
and are not particularly limited; however, the range thereof may be adopted which is generally adopted for typical
radiopharmaceuticals. The anti-tumor agent of the present invention may be administered singly or may be administered
a plurality of times.
[0025] The anti-tumor agent comprising a radioactive Cu-ATSM can be used in combination with the metabolic inhibitor
to increase the cancer stem cell-killing effect of the radioactive Cu-ATSM. Thus, the anti-tumor agent of the present
invention can also be used as a cancer stem cell-killing agent for killing cancer stem cells. Whether cancer stem cells
have been killed or not can be confirmed, for example, by measuring the expression of a cell surface marker expressed
by the cancer stem cells using flow cytometry or by preparing sections of tumor and immunohistostaining them using
an antibody capable of specifically binding to cancer stem cells. The cell surface marker expressed by cancer stem cells
is known to vary depending on the type of the tumor; there are CD34+ and the like for acute myelocytic leukemia (AML);
CD133+ and the like for brain tumor, medulloblastoma, glioblastoma, ependymoma, large bowel cancer, breast cancer,
and malignant melanoma; CD44+ and the like for pancreas cancer, breast cancer, and prostate cancer; and CD20+
and the like for melanoma.

[Metabolic Inhibitor]

[0026] For the purpose of the present invention, the metabolic inhibitor is a compound similar in chemical structure to
a substance serving as a material to make up nucleic acid in the division/proliferation of cancer cells or an agent containing
it as an active ingredient, which compound is an anti-cancer agent that interferes with the biosynthesis of nucleic acids
or the biosynthetic pathways for nucleic acids to suppress proliferation. Preferably, the metabolic inhibitor may be one
or more agents selected from the group consisting of pyrimidine metabolism antagonists, purine metabolism antagonists,
and folate metabolism antagonists.
[0027] The pyrimidine metabolism antagonist is preferably a thymidylate syntase inhibitor. The thymidylate syntase
inhibitor is an agent causing impaired synthesis of DNA by inhibiting thymidylate synthase; examples thereof include
fluorinated pyrimidine agents. The fluorinated pyrimidine agent may be any agent that provides the body with 5-fluorouracil
upon its administration, and may be one containing 5-fluorouracil or a prodrug thereof as an active ingredient. As the
fluorinated pyrimidine agent, an agent comprising one or more compounds selected from the group consisting of 5-
fluorouracil, tegafur, capecitabine, and salts thereof as an active ingredient may be preferably adopted. When 5-fluor-
ouracil, tegafur, or capecitabine forms a salt, the salt may be any salt that is pharmacologically acceptable.
[0028] The fluorinated pyrimidine agents may be various commercially available ones. Examples of 5-fluorouracil
include 5-FU (trade name). Examples of tegafur include Futraful (R). According to the present invention, the fluorinated
pyrimidine agent may be a mixture such as tegafur/uracil (UFT (R)) or tegafur/gimeracil/oteracil potassium (TS-1 (R)).
[0029] Examples of the purine metabolism antagonist include one containing one or more compounds selected from
the group consisting of 6-mercaptopurine, azathioprine, 6-thioguanine, and salts thereof as active ingredients. When 6-
mercaptopurine, azathioprine, or 6-thioguanine forms a salt, the salt may be any salt that is pharmacologically acceptable.
They may be various commercially available ones. Examples of the commercially available 6-mercaptopurine include
Purinethol and Leukerin. Examples of the commercially available azathioprine include Azanin and Imuran.
[0030] Examples of the folate metabolism antagonist include one containing one or more compounds selected from
the group consisting of methotrexate, pemetrexed, and salts thereof as active ingredients. When methotrexate or pe-
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metrexed forms a salt, the salt may be any salt that is pharmacologically acceptable. They may be various commercially
available ones; examples of the commercially available methotrexate include Methotrexate. Examples of the commer-
cially available pemetrexed include Alimta (R).
[0031] According to the present invention, the metabolic inhibitor may be obtained by formulating an active ingredient
directly or after properly adding a pharmacologically acceptable carrier, excipient, binder, lubricant, disintegrator, sus-
tained-release agent, buffer, coating agent, colorant, or the like to the active ingredient, and may be have a dosage form
suitable for oral administration or parenteral administration. Examples thereof include oral agents such as tablets, cap-
sules, powders, granules, and syrups and parenteral agents such as injections, external preparations, suppositories,
pellets, drops, and sustained release preparations. Two or more types of dosage forms may be combined.
[0032] The metabolic inhibitor may be any of those that can be used for combined administration with the radioactive
Cu-ATSM, and may be singly administered (preferably, sustainedly administered) or repeatedly administered before or
after the administration of the anti-tumor agent of the present invention. It may be administered both before and after
the administration of the anti-tumor agent of the present invention or may be administered simultaneously with the anti-
tumor agent; however, it is preferably administered before the administration of the anti-tumor agent of the present
invention.
[0033] The dose of the metabolic inhibitor administered in combination with the anti-tumor agent of the present invention
is not particularly limited; however, the metabolic inhibitor can preferably be used in a range that does not exceed the
dose of the metabolic inhibitor when used alone as an anti-tumor drug, and the metabolic inhibitor is more preferably
administered in such a dose that no body weight reduction is observed when administered alone. Specifically, the dose
can be set so that the rate of body weight reduction after the administration of the metabolic inhibitor is 10% or less,
preferably 9% or less, more preferably 8% or less, still more preferably 7% or less when the metabolic inhibitor is
administered alone. This can increase the anti-tumor effect of the radioactive Cu-ATSM while reducing side effects of
the metabolic inhibitor. The administration alone as used here refers to an administration regimen in which another
pharmaceutical containing the radioactive Cu-ATSM is not used in combination. The rate of body weight reduction can
be expressed by "Body weight reduction rate (%) = {(Body weight before starting administration of metabolic inhibitor -
Body weight after starting administration of metabolic inhibitor)/Body weight before starting administration of metabolic
inhibitor} x 100"; the "body weight after starting administration of metabolic inhibitor" may be preferably body weight at
1 to 2 weeks after starting the administration of the metabolic inhibitor.
[0034] The metabolic inhibitor can be used in combination with the anti-tumor agent comprising a radioactive Cu-
ATSM to kill cancer stem cells. Thus, the metabolic inhibitor used in combined administration with the anti-tumor agent
of the present invention can be a cancer stem cell-killing agent.

[Anti-tumor Kit]

[0035] The anti-tumor kit of the present invention comprises the anti-tumor agent comprising a radioactive Cu-ATSM
and the metabolic inhibitor.
[0036] The anti-tumor kit of the present invention preferably comprises a package insert informing that the anti-tumor
agent is administered after the administration of the metabolic inhibitor. The package insert may describe a method for
using the anti-tumor kit of the present invention to be described later.
[0037] The anti-tumor kit of the present invention is preferably used by administering the anti-tumor agent and the
metabolic inhibitor to a mammal. The mammal to which they are to be administered is more preferably a human.

[Method for Using Anti-tumor Agent, Metabolic Inhibitor, and Anti-tumor Kit]

[0038] An example of a method for using each of the anti-tumor agent, the metabolic inhibitor, and the anti-tumor kit
of the present invention will be described below.
[0039] First, the metabolic inhibitor is administered to a test subject or a patient developing tumor. Here, the dose of
the metabolic inhibitor can be set so that the rate of body weight reduction after the administration of the metabolic
inhibitor is 10% or less, preferably 9% or less, more preferably 8% or less, still more preferably 7% or less when the
metabolic inhibitor is administered alone.
[0040] Thereafter, the anti-tumor agent comprising a radioactive Cu-ATSM is administered. The anti-tumor agent is
preferably administered after the blood concentration of the active ingredient (for example, 5-fluorouracil, 6-thioguanine,
or pemetrexed) of the metabolic inhibitor in the body has reached the maximum blood concentration after the adminis-
tration of the metabolic inhibitor.
[0041] The dosage schedule consisting of the repeated administration of the metabolic inhibitor and the single admin-
istration of the anti-tumor agent comprising a radioactive Cu-ATSM may be repeated a plurality of times. This repeat
may be continuously performed, or may be performed at 1- to 30-day intervals, preferably 10- to 25-day intervals after
the administration of the anti-tumor agent.
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[0042] This allows the radioactive Cu-ATSM and the metabolic inhibitor to act synergistically to kill tumor cells including
cancer stem cells. Thus, the anti-tumor kit of the present invention can also be used as a cancer stem cell-killing agent
for killing cancer stem cells. The anti-tumor kit of the present invention can provide a high tumor proliferation-suppressing
effect because it combines a tumor cell-killing effect and a radiosensitizing effect. It also has a high anti-tumor effect
with respect to the amount of administered radioactivity; thus, the exposure of normal tissue to radiation can be sup-
pressed. The dose of the metabolic inhibitor is low to such an extent that the body weight is not decreased; thus, side
effects of the metabolic inhibitor can also be decreased.
[0043] Embodiments of the present invention have been described above. However, the present invention is not limited
to the embodiments and various modifications can be made. For example, the present invention includes the following
technical idea.

[1] An anti-tumor agent comprising a radioactive diacetyl-bis(N4-methylthiosemicarbazone) copper complex, wherein
the anti-tumor agent is used for combined administration with a fluorinated pyrimidine agent.
[2] The anti-tumor agent according to [1], wherein the fluorinated pyrimidine agent contains one or more compounds
selected from the group consisting of 5-fluorouracil, tegafur, capecitabine, and salts thereof as an active ingredient.
[3] The anti-tumor agent according to [1] or [2], wherein the radioactive diacetyl-bis(N4-methylthiosemicarbazone)
copper complex is 64Cu-ATSM or 67Cu-ATSM.
[4] The anti-tumor agent according to any one of [1] to [3], wherein the anti-tumor agent is used as a cancer stem
cell-killing agent.
[5] The anti-tumor agent according to any one of [1] to [4], wherein the anti-tumor agent is used after the administration
of the fluorinated pyrimidine agent.
[6] The anti-tumor agent according to any one of [1] to [5], wherein the dose of the fluorinated pyrimidine agent is
set so that when the fluorinated pyrimidine agent is administered alone, the rate of body weight reduction after the
administration of the fluorinated pyrimidine agent is 10% or less.
[7] Use of a fluorinated pyrimidine agent for combined administration with a radioactive diacetyl-bis(N4-methylthi-
osemicarbazone) copper complex.
[8] Use of the fluorinated pyrimidine agent according to [7], wherein the fluorinated pyrimidine agent is used as a
cancer stem cell-killing agent.
[9] An anti-tumor kit comprising a fluorinated pyrimidine agent and a radioactive diacetyl-bis(N4-methylthiosemicar-
bazone) copper complex.
[10] The anti-tumor kit according to [9], wherein the anti-tumor kit is used for killing cancer stem cells.

EXAMPLES

[0044] The present invention will be described in further detail by describing Examples. However, the present invention
is not intended to be limited to the contents thereof.

(Production Example 1) Preparation of 64Cu-ATSM and Metabolic Inhibitor

(Synthesis of ATSM)

[0045] The synthesis of diacetyl-bis(N4-methylthiosemicarbazone) (ATSM) was performed according to the method
of Tanaka et al. (Nuclear Medicine and Biology, vol. 33, 2006, pp. 743-50).

(Synthesis of 64Cu-ATSM)

[0046] 64Cu was produced and purified according to the method of McCarthy et al. (Nuclear medicine and biology,
vol. 24, 1997, pp. 35-43) and the method of Obata et al. (Nuclear medicine and biology, vol. 30, 2003, pp. 535-539).
64Cu-ATSM was synthesized according to the method of Tanaka et al. (supra) by using ATSM and 64Cu. The produced
agent was tested using a thin layer chromatography method (TLC method), and one having a radiochemical purity of
95% or more was used for the following experiment. Conditions of analysis of 64Cu-ATSM using TLC are as follows.

TLC plate: silica gel plate (product name: Silica gel 60, from Merck Ltd. Japan)
Development phase: ethyl acetate
Detection: fluoroimage analyzer (Model: FLA-7000, from Fujifilm Corporation)
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(Preparation of 5-Fluorouracil Solution)

[0047] 5-Fluorouracil (from Wako) was dissolved in saline, which was adjusted to 100 mL/mouse and used for the
following experiment. The 5-fluorouracil solution is abbreviated as "5-FU" in the following Examples and corresponding
drawings.

(Preparation of 6-Thioguanine solution)

[0048] 6-Thioguanine (from Wako) was dissolved in saline, which was adjusted to 100 mL/mouse and used for the
following experiment. The 6-thioguanine solution is abbreviated as "6TG" in the following Examples and corresponding
drawings.

(Preparation of Pemetrexed Solution)

[0049] Pemetrexed (Alimta (R) Injection, from Eli Lilly Japan K. K.) was dissolved in saline, which was adjusted to 100
mL/mouse and used for the following experiment. The pemetrexed solution is abbreviated as "PT" in the following
Examples and corresponding drawings.

(Example 1) Study of Dose of 5-FU Using Nude Mouse

[0050] 5-FU was repeatedly intraperitoneally administered to BALB/c nude mice (male, 7-week old, about 25 g in body
weight, obtained from Japan SLC, Inc.) at 25 mg/kg, 50 mg/kg, or 100 mg/kg once a day for 4 days. Body weight was
measured at the 5th day from the first starting day of administration and later to determine the rate of body weight
reduction. The rate of body weight reduction was calculated based on the following equation. 

[0051] Saline was administered to a control group in place of 5-FU. The results are shown in Table 1. In Table 1, they
were expressed in average and standard deviation for 4 mice. Mice receiving the administration of 50 mg/kg of 5-FU
died at the 10th or 11th day from administration, and mice receiving the administration of 100 mg/kg of 5-FU died at the
7th or 8th day from administration; thus, there are no measured data of body weight after death.

[0052] As shown in Table 1, the rate of body weight reduction exceeded 10% at the 5th day in the group receiving the
administration of 50 mg/kg or 100 mg/kg per day while the rate of body weight reduction was within 10% even at the
18th day in the group receiving the administration of 25 mg/kg per day. Accordingly, in subsequent Examples, 5-FU was
decided to be repeatedly administered at 25 mg/kg once a day for 4 days.

Table 1

Elapsed Days from First Start of Administration

5th Day 9th Day 12th Day 16th Day 18th Day

Rate of Body Weight 
Reduction (%)

Control Group 0.4663.71 2.6164.45 0.6366.31 2.3067.86 1.0567.23

25mg/kg/day 6.5660.78 3.5561.28 4.7362.29 1.1061.97 -1.3362.81

50mg/kg/day 16.0961.54 29.3863.22 - - -

100mg/kg/day 22.5961.44 - - - -
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(Example 2) Anti-tumor Effect of Administration of 64Cu-ATSM and 5-FU in HT29 Tumor-Bearing Mouse

[0053] Human large bowel cancer-derived HT29 cells were purchased from ATCC and proliferated for use. The HT29
tumor-bearing model was prepared by implanting 1 x 107 HT29 cells subcutaneously in the femoral region of BALB/c
nude mice (male, 7-week old, about 25 g in body weight, obtained from Japan SLC, Inc.), and 1 week after implantation,
5-FU was repeatedly intraperitoneally administered at 25 mg/kg once a day for 4 days. At the final day of 5-FU admin-
istration, 37 MBq (1 mCi) of 64Cu-ATSM was administered through the tail vein. Saline was administered to a control
group in place of 5-FU and 64Cu-ATSM. The tumor size in mice was measured 2, 4, 8, 12, or 15 days after starting the
administration of 5-FU. Cells obtained from the tumor removed at 2 days after the administration of 64Cu-ATSM were
subjected to the detection of apoptotic cells and CD133-positive (CD133+) cells using flow cytometry (Guava flow
cytometry, from Millipore Corporation). The detection of apoptotic cells was performed using Annexin V (Mouse Anti-
Human Annexin V FITC, AbD MCA2712F, from Serotec Co., Ltd.). The detection of CD133+ cells was performed using
an anti-CD133 antibody (CD133/1(A133)-PE, from Miltenyi Biotec K.K.).

(Comparative Example 1) Anti-Tumor Effect of Administration of 5-FU Alone in HT29 tumor-Bearing Mouse

[0054] The experiment was carried out in the same way as Example 2 except for administering saline in place of 64Cu-
ATSM.

(Comparative Example 2) Anti-Tumor Effect of Administration of 64Cu-ATSM Alone in HT29 tumor-Bearing Mouse

[0055] The experiment was carried out in the same way as Example 2 except for administering saline in place of 5-FU.

(Comparative Example 3) Anti-Tumor Effect of Administration of 64Cu-ATSM Alone in HT29 tumor-Bearing Mouse

[0056] Saline was administered in place of 5-FU. The dose of 64Cu-ATSM was 74 MBq (2 mCi). The experiment was
carried out in the otherwise same way as Example 2.

[Evaluation 1]

[0057] The volume of tumor was calculated from the size of tumor measured in Example 2 and Comparative Examples
1 to 3; the change thereof with time is shown in FIG. 1. In FIG. 1, the tumor volume at the day prior to the day of the
start of 5-FU administration was set to 100%, and the percentage based thereon was given. In FIG. 1, data are expressed
in average and standard deviation for 6 mice. As shown in FIG. 1, the administration of 5-FU alone did not suppress the
proliferation of tumor. The administration of 64Cu-ATSM alone suppressed the proliferation of tumor depending on the
dose thereof, while the combined administration of 37 MBq of 64Cu-ATSM and 5-FU had a higher tumor proliferation-
suppressing effect than the administration of 74 MBq of 64Cu-ATSM alone (Comparative Example 3).
[0058] FIG. 2 shows the results of detecting apoptotic cells in Example 2 and Comparative Examples 1 to 3. In FIG.
2, the results of percentages of apoptotic cells in the removed tumor are expressed in average and standard deviation
for 6 mice. As shown in FIG. 2, the apoptosis of tumor cells was confirmed in each of the single administrations of 5-FU
or 64Cu-ATSM alone while the combined use of 64Cu-ATSM and 5-FU resulted in the detection of apoptotic cells in an
amount exceeding the cumulative amount of apoptotic cells resulting from both of the single administrations.
[0059] FIG. 3 shows the results of detecting CD133+ cells in Example 2 and Comparative Examples 1 to 3. In FIG.
3, the results of percentages of CD133+ cells in the removed tumor are expressed in average and standard deviation
for 6 mice. FIG. 3 showed that even single administrations of 5-FU or 64Cu-ATSM alone can kill CD133+ cells while the
combined administration of 64Cu-ATSM and 5-FU can kill more CD133+ cells.
[0060] The above results showed that the combined use of 64Cu-ATSM and 5-FU in an amount causing no body
weight reduction was noted to have a significant anti-tumor effect without the observation of body weight reduction.

(Example 3) Study of Dose of 6TG Using Nude Mouse

[0061] 6TG was repeatedly intraperitoneally administered to BALB/c nude mice (male, 7-week old, about 25 g in body
weight, obtained from Japan SLC, Inc.) at 12.5 mg/kg, 25 mg/kg, or 50 mg/kg once a day for 4 days. Body weight was
measured at the 5th day from the first starting day of administration and later to determine the rate of body weight
reduction. The rate of body weight reduction was calculated based on the following equation. 
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[0062] Saline was administered to a control group in place of 6TG. The results are shown in Table 2. In Table 2, they
were expressed in average and standard deviation for 4 mice. Mice receiving the administration of 25 mg/kg of 6TG
died at the 13th to 15th day from administration, and mice receiving the administration of 50 mg/kg of 6TG died at the
6th to 8th day from administration; thus, there are no measured data of body weight after death.

[0063] As shown in Table 2, the rate of body weight reduction exceeded 10% at the 5th day in the group receiving the
administration of 25 mg/kg or 50 mg/kg per day while the rate of body weight reduction was within 10% even at the 18th
day in the group receiving the administration of 12.5 mg/kg per day. Accordingly, in subsequent Examples, 6TG was
decided to be repeatedly administered at 12.5 mg/kg once a day for 4 days.

(Example 4) Study of Dose of PT Using Nude Mouse

[0064] PT was repeatedly intraperitoneally administered to BALB/c nude mice (male, 7-week old, about 25 g in body
weight, obtained from Japan SLC, Inc.) at 25, 50, 100, or 200 mg/kg once a day for 4 days. Body weight was measured
at the 5th day from the first starting day of administration and later to determine the rate of body weight reduction. The
rate of body weight reduction was calculated based on the following equation.

[0065] Saline was administered to a control group in place of PT. The results are shown in Table 3. In Table 3, they
were expressed in average and standard deviation for 4 mice.

Table 2

Elapsed Days from First Start of Administration

5th Day 9th Day 12th Day 16th Day 18th Day

Rate of Body 
Weight 

Reduction (%)

Control Group - 5.4861.80 -9.0366.04 -12.168.73 -18.8965.63 -12.5765.61

12.5mg/kg/day 6.7967.85 -1.4865.75 -2.9967.67 -5.8667.4 -7.2267.22

25mg/kg/day 11.9368.40
20.586 
15.29

19.84619.68 - -

50mg/kg/day 16.7560.57 - - - -
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[0066] As shown in Table 3, the rate of body weight reduction was within 10% even at the 18th day in all groups.
Accordingly, in subsequent Examples, PT was decided to be repeatedly administered at 200 mg/kg once a day for 4 days.

(Example 5) Anti-tumor Effect of Administration of 64Cu-ATSM and 6TG in HT29 tumor-Bearing Mouse

[0067] The HT29 tumor-bearing model was prepared in the same way as Example 2, and 1 week after the implantation
of HT29 cells, 6TG was repeatedly intraperitoneally administered at 12.5 mg/kg once a day for 4 days. At the final day
of 6TG administration, 37 MBq (1 mCi) of 64Cu-ATSM was administered through the tail vein. Saline was administered
to a control group in place of 6TG and 64Cu-ATSM. The tumor size in mice was measured 2, 4, 8, 12, or 15 days after
starting the administration of 6TG.

(Comparative Example 4) Anti-tumor Effect of Administration of 6TG Alone in HT29 tumor-Bearing Mouse

[0068] The experiment was carried out in the same way as Example 5 except for administering saline in place of 64Cu-
ATSM.

(Example 6) Anti-tumor Effect of Administration of 64Cu-ATSM and PT in HT29 tumor-Bearing Mouse

[0069] The HT29 tumor-bearing model was prepared in the same way as Example 2, and 1 week after the implantation
of HT29 cells, PT was repeatedly intraperitoneally administered at 200 mg/kg once a day for 4 days. At the final day of
PT administration, 37 MBq (1 mCi) of 64Cu-ATSM was administered through the tail vein. Saline was administered to a
control group in place of PT and 64Cu-ATSM. The tumor size in mice was measured 2, 4, 8, 12, or 15 days after starting
the administration of PT.

(Comparative Example 5) Anti-tumor Effect of Administration of PT Alone in HT29 tumor-Bearing Mouse

[0070] The experiment was carried out in the same way as Example 6 except for administering saline in place of 64Cu-
ATSM.

[Evaluation 2]

[0071] The volume of tumor was calculated from the size of tumor measured in Examples 5 and 6 and Comparative
Examples 4 and 5; the change thereof with time is shown in FIG. 4. In FIG. 4, the tumor volume at the day prior to the
day of the start of 6TG or PT administration was set to 100%, and the percentage based thereon was given. In FIG. 4,
data are expressed in average and standard deviation for 6 mice. In addition, the results of Example 2 and Comparative
Examples 1 to 3 were shown together in FIG. 4. As shown in FIG. 4, the administration of 6TG or PT alone could not
suppress the proliferation of tumor. The administration of 64Cu-ATSM alone could suppress the proliferation of tumor
depending on the dose thereof, while the combined administration of 37 MBq of 64Cu-ATSM and 6TG or PT had a higher
tumor proliferation-suppressing effect than the administration of 74 MBq of 64Cu-ATSM alone (Comparative Example 3).

(Example 7) Anti-tumor Effect of Repeated Administration of 64Cu-ATSM and 5-FU in HT29 tumor-Bearing Mouse

[0072] The HT29 tumor-bearing model was prepared in the same way as Example 2; 1 week after the implantation of
HT29 cells, 5-FU was repeatedly intraperitoneally administered at 25 mg/kg once a day for 4 days; and at the final day
(4th day) of 5-FU administration, 37 MBq (1 mCi) of 64Cu-ATSM was administered through the tail vein. The administration
of 5-FU was again started at the 25th day from the start of 5-FU administration, with 25 mg/kg thereof repeatedly
administered once a day for 4 days. At the final day of 5-FU administration, 37 MBq (1 mCi) of 64Cu-ATSM was then
administered through the tail vein. Saline was administered to a control group in place of 5-FU and 64Cu-ATSM. The
tumor size in mice was measured 2, 4, 8, 12, 14, 16, 20, 24, 27, 31, or 34 days after starting the administration of 5-FU.

(Comparative Example 6) Anti-tumor Effect of Administration of 5-FU Alone in HT29 tumor-Bearing Mouse

[0073] The experiment was carried out in the same way as Example 7 except for administering saline in place of 64Cu-
ATSM.

(Comparative Example 7) Anti-tumor Effect of Administration of 64Cu-ATSM Alone in HT29 tumor-Bearing Mouse

[0074] The experiment was carried out in the same way as Example 7 except for administering saline in place of 5-FU.
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[Evaluation 3]

[0075] The volume of tumor was calculated from the size of tumor measured in Example 7 and Comparative Examples
6 and 7; the change thereof with time is shown in FIG. 5. In FIG. 5, the tumor volume at the day prior to the day of the
first start of 5-FU administration was set to 100%, and the percentage based thereon was given. In FIG. 5, data are
expressed in average and standard deviation for 6 mice. As shown in FIG. 5, the administration of 5-FU alone could
hardly suppress the proliferation of tumor. The administration of 64Cu-ATSM alone suppressed the proliferation of tumor
depending on the dose thereof, while the combined administration of 37 MBq of 64Cu-ATSM and 5-FU had a higher
tumor proliferation-suppressing effect than the administration of 64Cu-ATSM alone (Comparative Example 7). No body
weight reduction was observed in all administration groups.
[0076] The above results showed that the combined use of 64Cu-ATSM and the metabolic inhibitor in an amount
causing no body weight reduction was noted to have a significant anti-tumor effect without the observation of body weight
reduction.
[0077] It is apparent that the present invention is not limited to the above embodiment, and may be modified and
changed without departing from the scope and spirit of the invention.
[0078] An anti-tumor agent comprising a radioactive diacetyl-bis(N4-methylthiosemicarbazone) copper complex,
wherein the anti-tumor agent is used for combined administration with a metabolic inhibitor.

Claims

1. An anti-tumor agent comprising a radioactive diacetyl-bis(N4-methylthiosemicarbazone) copper complex,
wherein the anti-tumor agent is used for combined administration with a metabolic inhibitor.

2. The anti-tumor agent according to claim 1, wherein the metabolic inhibitor is one or more agents selected from the
group consisting of pyrimidine metabolism antagonists, purine metabolism antagonists, and folate metabolism an-
tagonists.

3. The anti-tumor agent according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the metabolic inhibitor is a fluorinated pyrimidine agent.

4. The anti-tumor agent according to claim 3, wherein the fluorinated pyrimidine agent contains one or more compounds
selected from the group consisting of 5-fluorouracil, tegafur, capecitabine, and salts thereof as an active ingredient.

5. The anti-tumor agent according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the metabolic inhibitor comprises 6-thioguanine or peme-
trexed as an active ingredient.

6. The anti-tumor agent according to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein the radioactive diacetyl-bis(N4-methylthiosem-
icarbazone) copper complex is 64Cu-ATSM or 67Cu-ATSM.

7. The anti-tumor agent according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein the anti-tumor agent is used as a cancer stem
cell-killing agent.

8. The anti-tumor agent according to any one of claims 1 to 7, wherein the anti-tumor agent is used after the admin-
istration of the metabolic inhibitor.

9. The anti-tumor agent according to any one of claims 1 to 8, wherein the dose of the metabolic inhibitor is set so that
when the metabolic inhibitor is administered alone, the rate of body weight reduction after the administration of the
metabolic inhibitor is 10% or less.

10. Use of a metabolic inhibitor for combined administration with a radioactive diacetyl-bis(N4-methylthiosemicarbazone)
copper complex.

11. Use of the metabolic inhibitor according to claim 10, wherein the metabolic inhibitor is used as a cancer stem cell-
killing agent.

12. Use of the metabolic inhibitor according to claim 10 or 11, wherein the metabolic inhibitor comprises one or more
compounds selected from the group consisting of 5-fluorouracil, tegafur, capecitabine, and salts thereof as an active
ingredient.
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13. An anti-tumor kit comprising:

a metabolic inhibitor and
a radioactive diacetyl-bis(N4-methylthiosemicarbazone) copper complex.

14. The anti-tumor kit according to claim 13, wherein the anti-tumor kit is used for killing cancer stem cells.

15. The anti-tumor kit according to claim 13 or 14, comprising a fluorinated pyrimidine agent as the metabolic inhibitor.
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